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ABSTRACT
To the best of our knowledge, this is by far the first
phonetic study on Kanakanavu, an endangered
Austronesian language spoken in southern Taiwan.
A disyllabic word pair only differs in stress position
was recorded from four native speakers. Tone type
and corresponding acoustic correlates were analyzed.
Results showed that lexical stress is realized with
ample prosodic patterns when it is on penultimate
position, and differences of these patterns were
reflected on the corresponding acoustic correlates:
Duration of stressed and unstressed vowels did not
serve as the major cue. The stressed vowel was even
shorter when the word bears stress on the
penultimate syllable. In terms of F0, peak alignment
pattern conformed to the previous findings on other
languages in that temporal coordination for L+H*
was demarcated later than H*. However, the
maximal pitch values of H* and L+H* did not differ
much from each other. Further research will be done
based on these findings.
Keywords: Austronesian, endangered languages,
lexical stress, vowel duration, peak alignment.
1. INTRODUCTION
Once classified as southern Tsou, in June 2014,
along with Hla’alua, Kanakanavu was certificated as
the fifteenth and the sixteenth aboriginal peoples in
Taiwan. Contrast to this political fusion,
linguistically, the two languages have been believed
to be different from Tsou back in the Japanese
Colonial Era (1895-1945).
Hla’alu and Kanakanavu are similar in several
aspects: Originated from Kaohsiung City in southern
Taiwan, they are now spoken by no more than 1,000
people, which, in accordance with to the standard of
UNESCO, belong to the languages that are in
serious danger of disappearing.
Study of the Tsou language started quite early.
Hla’alua, on the other hand, has not been extensively
investigated until recently. In terms of word stress,
the default position for Tsou is believed to be on the
penultimate syllable, and suffixation does not cause
stress shift. For example, the word ‘amo (“father”)
will become a’mo-u (“my father”) after the suffix is

added [14]. However, the distribution of word stress
in Hla’alua is more complicated: For words made up
with two syllables, it is usually the penultimate
syllable that bears the primary stress, e.g., vi‘aru
(“cat”), whereas for words composed of three or
more syllables, primary stress may fall on the
penultimate or the antepenultimate syllable, e.g.,
sa’ria or ‘saria (“house”) [12].
Unlike Tsou and Hla’alua, Kanakanavu has not
yet been thoroughly studied. Sound inventory of this
language is similar to that of Tsou and Hla’alua.
Impressionistic observation on the recorded data
showed that distribution of word stress in this
language is diverse, more like the case of Hla’alua.
In this paper, a Kanakanavu disyllabic word pair
contrasts in stress position was investigated to find
out possible prosodic patterns and corresponding
phonetic realizations. Results obtained are crucial
for further research on the distribution of lexical
stress of this endangered language.
The assignment of prosodic patterns, or more
specifically, tone types, would be following the
tradition of Tone and Break Indices (see [4] and [5]
for details). First introduced by Pierrehumbert, the
three-way distinction of rising accents, H*, L+H*,
and L*+H, is based on the overall shape of their F0
contours [13]. Among them, the uni-tonal H* and
the bi-tonal L+H* have been more frequently
investigated. The main difference between the two
resides in the fact that the former reaches the peak
from the midpoint of one’s pitch range and the latter
shows a rise from a low point [1]. In terms of
functions, in English, H* is usually used upon
introduction of new information, whereas L+H* is
exploited when contrastive information is indicated.
However, choice of tone type differs from language
to language. Even speakers of different varieties of
one language may also show different preference for
tones. For example, those who spoke Southern
Californian English switched from H* to L+H* with
increased emphasis, but this was not observed
among speakers of Minnesotan English [1].
In general, word elicitation task is analogous to
the elicitation of new information. However, since
different default patterns might be adopted for
individual languages or different dialects of a
language, no specific expectation was set for
Kanakanavu word stress prior to analysis.

Perceptiion of strress is believed to be
multidimensional. The four commo
on psycholoogical
dimensions,, or acoustiic correlatess, are segm
mental
length, louddness (intenssity), fundam
mental frequeency,
and vowel qquality, as inn [7] and [15
5]. Among th
them,
intensity iss severely innfluenced by heterogenneous
recording cconditions. As
A none of the
t recordinggs of
this study was conduccted in a sound
s
attenuuated
booth (ratheer, they weree done in thee tribe), inteensity
would not be included for analysiss. Vowel quuality
was not inccluded in the analysis, either,
e
since it is
well controllled: Both voowels of the disyllabic w
words
were not redduced.
Previous studies onn the phonettic realizatioon of
stress show
wed that com
mpared with their unstreessed
counterpartss, stressed syllables
s
usu
ually have loonger
duration, hiigher intensiity and longer duration [15].
Upon the tw
wo remainingg acoustic co
orrelates inclluded
in this studdy, duration and pitch height,
h
we w
would
like to seee whether Kanakanavu
u shows sim
milar
features forr lexical stresss as other laanguages do.. The
more recentt concern off alignment of
o F0 events with
respect to segments was also included
i
inn the
following annalyses.
2. METHOD
M
2.1. Informaants

Four nativee speakers of
o Kanakanaavu, balanceed in
gender, werre recorded in their homes in Nam
masia
District, Kaaohsiung, Taaiwan. The informants were
all in their 660s or 70s.
2.2. Materiaal

Figure 1: Illustration oof how targett words weree
labelled in this study.

A Praat script wass written to
t extract the
phonological
p
and phonetiic labels in th
he TextGrid file.
Tone
T
types, and their coorresponding durational and
a
pitch
p
informaation were coollected and analysed.
3. RE
ESULTS AN
ND DISCUS
SSION
3.1.
3 Tone typees

Of
O the threee most com
mmon tone types
t
regardding
rising
r
contou
urs [13], the uni-tonal H*
H (direct peeak)
and
a bi-tonal L+H* (gradu
dual rise to peak)
p
were used
u
by
b the Kanaakanavu infformants in this disyllaabic
word
w
pair. Th
he four of theem consisten
ntly pronounced
man’man
m
with an H*; w
whereas they
y preferred the
gradual
g
rise of L+H* foor ‘manman, the word with
w
th
he same segmental combbination but accented in the
penultimate
p
position,
p
as sshown in Fig
gure 2.
Figure 2: Tone type useed in the prod
duction of thee
vu man’man--‘manman paair.
Kanakanav

A list of K
Kanakanavu words weree recorded from
each inforrmant. In this paper, only diffferent
renditions oof the produuction of thee disyllabic w
word
pair man’m
man (“like”
”) versus ‘manman
‘
(“
“chili
pepper”) w
were analyzzed. These two wordss are
composed oof exactly thhe same seg
gments and only
contrasts in stress position.
2.3. Data lab
belling and an
nalyses

The Praat ssoftware [6] was used for
f data labeelling
and collecttion. For eaach token, five
f
layers were
labelled in tthe TextGridd file. As illu
ustrated in Fiigure
1, the layerss include num
mber of the target
t
word inn the
recording llist, its orthhography, th
he stressed and
unstressed syllables/vowels of thee word, andd the
tone type oof the lexicaal stress. As aforementiooned,
the assignm
ment of thhe tone typ
pe followedd the
tradition off Tone and Break
B
Indices. Details caan be
found in [4]] and [5].

(a))

(b)

3.2.
3 Phonetic realization

Vowel
V
duratiion, peak aliignment and
d maximal piitch
value
v
were in
ncluded for aanalysis.
3.2.1.
3
Vowel duration
As
A differencee in the relatiive durationss of vowels in
i a
tw
wo-syllable word may cchange the perceived
p
strress
pattern
p
for th
he word [7], lengthening
g or reducingg of
vowel
v
duratiion has beenn believed to
t be a cruccial
perceptual
p
cu
ue for stresssed or unsttressed vow
wels.

Based on thhe previous findings of other languaages,
longer duraation was exppected for sttressed voweels in
Kanakanavuu.
The resuults did not meet
m our exp
pectation, thoough.
As shown in Figure 3(b), for ’ma
anman, the w
word
with stress on the penuultimate syllaable, the durration
of the unstreessed vowelss was longerr than, or equual to,
that of theirr stressed coounterparts, and
a this heldd true
for both ggenders andd tone typ
pes. One m
might
speculate thhat the longeer duration of
o the unstreessed
vowels couuld be resultted from the effect of final
lengtheningg, as these taarget words were
w
recordeed in
isolation annd each of which
w
was lik
kely to be treeated
as an indeppendent prossodic unit. This
T
accountt was
not supported, though. In
I Figure 3(a), for man’’man,
the word sttressed in thhe final syllaable, the streessed
/a/ sound w
was not lonnger than the unstressedd /a/,
either. Thiis contradiccts our naïv
ve intuitionn, as
stressed voowels for issolated worrds in the final
position shhould have been
b
lengtheened to an even
greater deggree due to the confou
unding effecct of
lexical stresss and final leengthening.
Figure 33: Stressed and unstressed vowel duratioon
of the Kaanakanavu ma
an’man-‘man
nman pair.

As previious findinggs in Dutch
h revealed that
t
relative
r
to the accented vvowel, nuclear peaks (peeaks
in
n the final syllable)
s
aree aligned mu
uch earlier thhan
prenuclear
p
peeaks (peaks iin the penultimate syllabble)
[10], we hyp
pothesized th
that the peak
k alignmentt of
mam’man
m
would be earllier than thaat of ‘manm
man.
Furthermore,
F
final stressses realized
d as H* were
w
expected
e
to show earllier alignmeent than thhose
realized
r
as L+
+H*, since ssufficient tim
me was providded
in
n preparation
n for full artiiculation.
Indeed, as
a illustratedd in Figuree 4, the word
w
stressed
s
in final
f
syllablee (which weere consistenntly
realized
r
as H*)
H showed earlier align
nment than the
word
w
stresseed in the penultimate syllable. For
man’man
m
(Fiigure 4(a)), peaks were all aligned no
later than 40%
% from the oonset of the stressed vow
wel,
and
a female informants pproduced eveen earlier peeaks
th
han males. In
I the case of ’manman
n (Figure 4(bb)),
th
he word witth a penultim
mate stress, H*
H was alignned
much
m
later (≥ 85%). Ev
Even so, the alignment was
w
still
s slightly earlier
e
than thhat of L+H* realization.
Figure 4: Peak alignmeent in the streessed syllablee
of the Kanaakanavu man ’man-‘manm
man pair.

(a)
(a)

(b)

(b)

3.2.3.
3
Maximal pitch heigght
3.2.2. Peak alignment
n drawn m
much
Research onn tonal alignment had not
attention unntil the last decade. As any tonal ttarget
(time) andd the
may vary along the “horizontal”
“
“vertical” ((F0) directioons, the pho
onetic propeerties
regarding thhe two dimennsions were called alignm
ment,
or scaling [[2]. Moreoveer, the tempo
oral coordinaation
of fundameental frequenncy and “landmarks” inn the
segmental sstring is believed to be always
a
aligneed in
a predictablle way [3]. In terms of tonal alignm
ment,
one of the m
most extensivvely investigated languagges is
English, e.g., [8], butt recent ressearch has been
extended too various lannguages or different
d
variieties
of the samee language all
a over the world.
w
Factoors in
addition to tone type were
w
also found to influuence
the F0 aliignment. Foor instance,, the durati
tional
account annd the struuctural acco
ount have been
proposed inn the discussiion of the efffect of phonnemic
vowel lengtth contrast onn Dutch [8].

In addition to temporral alignmeent, the piitch
maximum
m
of F0 peaks is usually meaasured in studdies
with
w regards to phonetic realization of
o lexical streess.
The
T maximall pitch of strresses realizeed as L+H* are
expected
e
to achieve
a
for a higher value since lonnger
preparation
p
tiime is providded for full articulation.
a
As shown
n in Figuree 5(a), the maximal piitch
values
v
of H*
* realization of both gen
nders servedd as
th
he baseline for the funndamental pitch
p
difference
between
b
maales and fem
males. The fact that the
average
a
taken
n from the tw
wo stress typ
pes of ‘manm
man
(Figure 5(b))) was com
mparable to
o the baselline
in
ndicates thatt the sample s we collected were from
ma
normal
n
distrribution. Onne can also find that the
maximal
m
pitcch value of stresses reaalized as L+
+H*
was
w slightly higher
h
than tthose realizeed as H* amoong
male
m
inform
mants, whicch met ou
ur expectatiion.
However,
H
an opposite treend was fou
und for femaales,
th
hough the diifference wass minute.

Figure 55: Maximal pitch
p
value of
o the stresseed
vowel of Kanakanavu man’man-‘m
manman pair.

(a)

(b)

Regardless of directionn, the differrence was sm
mall.
One possibble account is that the informants were
asked to prroduce isolatted words. Larger
L
differrence
might be found in longer
l
proso
odic units, e.g.,
phrases or ccomplete senntences, due to physioloogical
constraint. In addition, compared with
w spontanneous
speech, in w
which contexts are alwaays providedd, the
neutral (andd thus moree boring) prroperty of siingle
word elicitaation might also
a contribu
ute to a relatiively
lower overaall pitch.
NCLUSION
N
4. CON
To concludde, the Kanaakanavu disy
yllabic wordd pair
investigatedd is realized with ample prosodic
p
pattterns
when the stress is asssigned on the penultiimate
syllable, annd the diffeerence obserrved in the two
stress patteerns was refflected in th
he corresponnding
acoustic corrrelates. In thhis languagee, vowel dura
ration
seemed not to be the major
m
cue forr realizing leexical
stress, as sttressed voweel of the finaal stress weree not
longer thann the unstreessed ones; in the casse of
penultimatee stress, the stressed vow
wel showed even
shorter duraation than itts unstressed
d counterparrt. In
terms of F00, peak alignnment patterrns conformeed to
the findingss of previouus studies on
n other languuages
in that teemporal cooordination for L+H* was
demarcated later than H*. Last, though oppposite
trends weree found betw
ween males and femaless, the
maximal pittch value off H* and L+H
H* tones didd not
differ muchh from each other.
o
5. FUTU
URE STUDIE
ES
This study was the first step for in
nvestigating w
word
stress patteern in Kanakkanavu. Thee impressionnistic
observationn on the data at hand has indicated
i
thaat the
lexical stresss pattern off Kanakanavu
u is more sim
milar
to Hla’alua. Stress shift
ft is common
nly observedd and
the stress pposition is more
m
flexible,, as compareed to
Tsou.
One isssue worth further
f
research is wheether
vowel lengtth contrast is
i phonemic in Kanakannavu.

The
T informan
nts had the pperception th
hat the contrrast
is phonemic based
b
on theeir native speeakers’ intuittion;
however,
h
min
nimal pairs ccontrasting in
i vowel lenngth
are
a yet to bee found. Moore fieldworrk is neededd to
gain
g a better understandin
u
ng of this issu
ue.
Another possible
p
direection for fu
uture researchh is
syllable
s
struccture, as it iss believed to
o be influenntial
for
f the assign
nment of thee position of lexical streess,
and
a
its com
mbination wiith vowel dropping
d
miight
further
f
comp
plicate the m
matter. Previo
ous studies also
a
found
f
that peaks
p
in clossed syllablees tended to be
aligned
a
later than those inn open syllab
bles [11]. Thhus,
all
a the other things beingg equal, if there
t
exists any
a
Kanakanavu
K
word pair that only differs in the
addition
a
of a final coonsonant, a more detaiiled
in
nvestigation of the effeect of syllab
ble structure on
lexical stresss assignmentt, or more specifically, on
th
he peak alig
gnment of thhe stressed vo
owel, wouldd be
possible
p
to caarry on in thee future.
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